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Every Engine. Customized.
No two people operate their equipment the exact
same way. They all have different routes, different
loads, different driving habits and different preferences.
Cummins PowerSpec makes it possible to tailor the
vehicle and engine setup to achieve your operational
objective, whether it’s fuel economy or performance.
PowerSpec includes a gearing calculator, complete
descriptions of electronic features, information on how
to optimize feature settings and access to trip
information and fault code data. All of the information
is available without technical assistance, the use of
expensive software or a trip to the service bay. You
don’t even have to stay online – PowerSpec can be
downloaded to any PC any time, for free, at
cumminsengines.com/powerspec.
In a matter of seconds, you will be able to quickly and
easily access electronic feature settings or look at trip
information such as miles per gallon, miles driven, idle
time and more. You simply connect your computer to
the Electronic Control Module (ECM) using an
INLINE™ adapter and cable, and click on the
PowerSpec icon.
To enable access to feature settings and information
that you can use to improve productivity, connect
using one of the following supported devices:

Easy Does It.
PowerSpec makes it easy to configure engine features.
Its simple, user-friendly format lets licensed users
adjust settings to improve fuel economy, optimize
performance for every driver, retrieve trip information
and increase productivity. PowerSpec’s security
features keep your engine from being reset by any
unauthorized person. Best of all, it’s available every
hour of the day, every day of the year.

Right, First Time, Every Time.
Customers looking to purchase a new truck will gain
great insight by using PowerSpec. The gearing
calculator guides customers through selecting the
combination of engine, transmission, axles and tires
that meet Cummins requirements, but, more
importantly, help them meet their operational objective.
You can even print out the proposed spec to make
your truck buying process easier.

n INLINE 5
n INLINE 6
n Noregon® DLA+
n Noregon DLA+ PLC
n Noregon Wireless
n NEXIQ Technologies® USB-Link™ 9.2.1+
n Dearborn® DPA 4
n Dearborn DPA 5

Dealers will want to use PowerSpec with customers
before ordering a vehicle, to ensure that the customer
gets the exact balance of performance and fuel
efficiency that he or she desires, with the right gearing
specs. Fleet managers will use PowerSpec to enhance
driver and vehicle performance, and adjust feature
settings to perfectly match load and road conditions.

Every Parameter Optimized.

Every Engine.

The four sections of Cummins PowerSpec make it easy to
get every bit of information you need, free!

PowerSpec works on every current on-highway
Cummins engine, from the ISV5.0 to the ISX15, whether
diesel or natural gas, for vehicle gearing, engine features
and parameters, trip information and fault code
management. What’s more, PowerSpec provides
recommendations based on your application, in every
type of vehicle. It even reads trip information and fault
codes on earlier Cummins engines.

1. Vehicle Gearing. Answer a few basic questions about
your vehicle and desired operating mode, and
PowerSpec automatically recommends the optimum
gearing combination for maximizing fuel economy and
enhancing driver performance. After a customer selects a
specific transmission on the calculation page, PowerSpec
will calculate the vehicle’s gradeability in the top two
gears. For a more accurate calculation, customers can
then adjust the aerodynamic configuration of the vehicle.
2. Engine Features and Parameters. This section
explains engine features and parameters, such as Load
Based Speed Control (LBSC), the Road Speed Governor
(RSG) and Gear Down Protection (GDP). It describes
how those engine features work, and how customers
can get the most out of them.
	Once you decide on the feature and parameter setup,
you can create a file to transfer to your ECM. This file,
called a HotSpec, can be uploaded by any authorized
user – and used to configure one engine or an entire fleet.
3. Trip Information. Connect your PC to the ECM, and
you can access feature settings or trip information such
as miles per gallon, miles driven and idle time. Plus,
PowerSpec lets you reset trip leg information.
4. Fault Code Management. With PowerSpec, you can
read any fault codes that have been logged, including
hard-to-find intermittent faults.

Uploading Specs.
With PowerSpec, authorized users can upload or change
electronic features directly to an engine’s ECM. However, a
user must be licensed by Cummins in order to become
authorized, which is easily accomplished. Just contact your
local Cummins distributor, and they will take you through
the process. Security measures built into PowerSpec
ensure that only authorized users will have access to
change engine feature settings.

PowerSpec Works With
RoadRelay™ 5 And QuickCheck.
For added convenience, PowerSpec is available as one
of the features on handheld QuickCheck devices. The
QC5600 is capable of reading engine parameter
settings and transferring a HotSpec created by the
licensed PC version of PowerSpec to the ECM using
the internal INLINE 6 data link adapter. When licensed,
the QC5600 is capable of making direct edits to engine
parameter settings. PowerSpec information can also be
displayed using RoadRelay 5, a dash-mounted display
unit available from Cummins. PowerSpec can set driver
coaching features, provide additional security and
choose which trip report data is displayed on a
RoadRelay 5 device.

Every Question. Answered.
Visit cumminsengines.com/powerspec, contact your
local Cummins distributor, call the Cummins electronics
help desk at 1-800-433-9341 and select Option 2 or call
Cummins Care at 1-800-DIESELS™ (1-800-343-7357).
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